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1. Are we there yet?

2.What is not working?

3. What might work?

3 Questions…



McAllister Opinion Research

Q3. Are you very concerned, somewhat concerned, not very concerned or not at all concerned about each of the 
following environmental issues in BC…?

• Vancouver & Montreal offices, full service public opinion 
research agency established 2001 (CONTACT: 604.633.4981)

• Angus McAllister, President

• Online polling, omnibus, telephone polling, focus groups, web 
analytics experimental design & advanced statistics

• Recent clients include: Industry Canada, Health Canada, 
Natural Resources Canada, BC, Alberta, Saskatchewan, 
Ontario, Shell USA, Suncor, BASF, DuPont, American Food 
Marketing Institute, BC Securities Commission, Dundee 
Securities, Pembina, David Suzuki, UBC, SFU, Concordia 
University, Pew Charitable Trusts



Environmental Monitor Methodology

Q3. Are you very concerned, somewhat concerned, not very concerned or not at all concerned about each of the 
following environmental issues in BC…?

National tracking study twice yearly since 1985

RDD interviews in both official languages

SEPTEMBER FIELDWORK / National sample = 2,000
• Margin of error (weighted): ±2.5%, 19 times out of 20

OCTOBER FIELDWORK / National sample = 1,006
• Margin of error (weighted): ±3.1%, 19 times out of 20

McAllister Opinion Research is a accredited member of ESOMAR the international
professional body for opinion and market research.



PUBLIC OPINION RESEARCH



Challenges with the Public

• NOT ATTENTIVE: It’s a world of competing 
podiums

• NOT RATIONAL:  Humans act more from emotion
than from thought (e.g. fear)

• NOT INFORMED: The “Flintstones factor” (we’re 
not running the program)



Decision
Makers

General 
Public

Media

Canadian ENGO quotes – carbon taxes
“I follow Science, not the public.” Feb 2007

“Why do I care?
The media LOVE 
this story!” April 
2008“I talk to decision-makers, 

not the public.  And the 
parliamentary committee, 
CEOs and experts already 
agree with me…” Dec 2007



November 2006

Albertans support carbon tax
IPSOS Poll:  Environment resurfaces as top issue for 
Canadians

Allan Woods, CanWest News Service
Published: Monday, November 06 2006

OTTAWA - Most Canadians -- including a majority of Albertans --
believe the federal government should levy a tax on carbon-
based energy sources, according to a new poll.

Fifty-four per cent of Albertans and 55 per cent of British 
Columbians either strongly agreed or somewhat agreed…



18 months later…

Most oppose carbon tax
Anti-tax sentiment a potential threat to Liberals ahead 
of election, pollster says

Jonathan Fowlie, Vancouver Sun
Published: Wednesday, June 18, 2008

VICTORIA -- A majority of British Columbians oppose the Liberal 
carbon tax, a new poll reveals.

Ipsos Reid has found that 59 per cent of British Columbians are 
against the new tax



Why Care About Public Opinion?

1. WE ARE NOT IN CHARGE: The public has the final 
say in democratic society / markets. Need co-operation 
& support from the public to get the job done.

2. BEING “RIGHT” IS NOT ENOUGH: Without the 
public onside, not even science matters.

3. MEDIA HEADLINES � PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT:
To move forward, we need an engaged constituency, 
not just a transient “audience”.  We need to understand 
them to converse.

Why Engage the Public?



General 
Public

1. ARE WE THERE YET?
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1. Less Bliss 2. Some Attention

3. Some Attitude 4. Little Activism

SUMMARY – PAST 24 MONTHS

Politician arenPolitician aren’’t feeling much heatt feeling much heat……



2004 2005 2006
Oct 

2007
Jan 

2008
Mar 
2008

Sep 
2008

Environment 4 11 29 23 23 20 19
Economy / Jobs 14 8 10 9 14 17 27
Health care 26 24 14 19 15 14 11
Governance 4 17 7 4 6 7 6
Afghanistan - - 2 1 4 5 4
Terrorism/Security 3 1 1 2 0 1 1

Q1t. And now I would like to know, in your opinion, what is the most important problem facing Canada today?
[UNAIDED, FIRST MENTION ONLY]

Environment is number 2 issue today

Most Important National Problem
Unaided, 1985 - 2008 2008



Q1t. And now I would like to know, in your opinion, what is the most important problem facing Canada today?
[UNAIDED, FIRST MENTION ONLY]

Environmental salience unchanged since March 2008
- even with level at 1989 peak

Most Important National Problem
Unaided, 1985 - 2008

Green Surge
Late 80s

Green Surge
Dec 2006

Sep 2008

Rio Summit 
1992



Q1t. And now I would like to know, in your opinion, what is the most important problem facing Canada today?
[UNAIDED, FIRST MENTION ONLY]

Environment still top issue in Quebec
Moving up in Ontario, Manitoba, Sask, Atlantic

Region
CANADA BC AB SK MB ON QC ATL

Environment 19 15 10 11 22 17 32 16
Economy/Jobs 27 29 35 29 23 31 19 16
Health care 11 13 7 9 6 10 9 26
Governance issues 6 6 8 9 4 6 5 7
Gas Prices 5 3 5 3 6 6 4 6

Men Women University
CANADA 18-34 35-54 55+ 18-34 35-54 55+ Graduate

Environment 19 18 20 16 23 19 19 23
Economy/Jobs 27 30 32 32 13 25 29 30
Health care 11 13 7 9 6 10 9 26
Governance issues 6 6 6 11 2 4 7 5
Gas Prices 5 3 5 5 8 6 4 3



POLITICAL TRANSLATION – 2008
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Big Picture Summary

1. Despite economic turmoil, environmental concerns still 
number two nationally, but weakening in Alberta

2. Global warming is the key driver of eco-concern but 
concerns broadening

3. Public still learning – haven’t thought much about the 
issue since 1989

4. Young adults are moving into political marketplace 

5. Boomer legacy is an issue (housing, healthcare, climate, 
pensions etc)
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Segments - late 2008

1. Public get the threat message – shows up in other 
issues: Great Lakes, Boreal, Oceans etc.

2. Many people are starting to hunker down

– Many in the dark about solutions to global warming – while 
policy discussion is not inclusive

– New Canadians largely ignored

– Blue Collar Canadians do not feel part of the picture

– Rural Canadians going off-grid

3. Young adults are moving into political marketplace –
Boomer legacy is an issue
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1. Go back to sleep 
Comforted by promises, rhetoric, lifestyle 

solutions 

2. Hunker down (Heathen)

“Save yourself”.  Hoarding, more water 

filters, and bigger SUVs (i.e. Manila)

3. Hold feet to fire (Choir)

“Not good enough”.  Issue moves beyond 

the lifestyle & silo paradigm, stays hot.

Albert O. Hirschman

Scenarios – Where are we headed?

The only difference between 
perception and hallucination is 

consensus.
Humberto Maturana



Key Drivers



Canadians believe environmental quality 
will affect the health of their children



Increasing perception of 
“bad stuff” in air, water & food



Perceived adequacy of Canada’s pollution laws at lowest
point in past 12 years

Q8t.  Thinking now about the environmental laws and regulations in Canada controlling pollution from industry, would you say these laws as they 
are currently enforced are ADEQUATE or NOT ADEQUATE to protect human health and the environment?



One in two Ontarians have a “great deal” of trust in 
David Suzuki - more so than government

Q11. When a consumer product or brand claims to be “environmentally-friendly”, whose endorsement or certification is 

most likely to mean that the product is in fact truly “green”?  In your opinion, would it be the endorsement of…?

9
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as much as 

Suzuki.



Key Issues



Q4tc.  Are you VERY concerned, SOMEWHAT concerned, or NOT very concerned about…? [EM07-2]

Concern about global warming up by 20 points 
since 2000, but levelling off

“Very Concerned” about Global Warming 
2000-2008

Ontarians, Quebecers, rural British 
Columbians, new Canadians, women are 
the most concerned about global warming
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GOOGLE TRENDS 2008
Online Searches vs. Media Headlines

Canada - Nov 12 2008

Climate Change   Global Warming  Gas Prices  Greenhouse Gas

GLOBAL WARMING



Global Warming AttitudesGlobal Warming Attitudes

“AGREE” Cons Liberal NDP Green
Our kids will be worse off because we haven’t 
addressed global warming

68 86 85 90

High gas prices are a good reason to demand 
more investment in alternative energy

77 77 78 83

High gas prices are a good reason to demand 
more investment in public transit

58 67 66 77

Not acting on climate change will harm Canada's 
economy

52 70 67 77

I am far more worried about the price of gas 
than global warming

46 31 28 18

Combating climate change will damage 
Canada’s economy

28 16 14 12

I feel there is nothing that can be done to stop 
global warming

13 7 8 5



New Canadians more concerned about climate change than native-born Canadians

Q4tc.  Are you VERY concerned, SOMEWHAT concerned, or NOT very concerned about…? [EM07-2]

Concern About Specific Environmental Issues
“Very Concerned”, 1996 – January 2008



Support for Climate Action



Most scientists 
agree
41%

A lot of 
disagreement

58%

DK/NA
1%

A majority of Canadians still believe that there is 
disagreement among scientists on global warming

Perceived Scientific Consensus on Global Warming
March 2008

Q5t. Do you think MOST scientists AGREE with one another about whether global warming is happening as a 
result of human activity OR do you think there is a lot of DISAGREEMENT among scientists on this issue?



Canadians favour strict laws & heavy fines
Support for carbon pricing policies weak

Q18. Please tell me whether you would FAVOUR or OPPOSE the following as ways for Canadian governments to 
reduce future global warming. [EM07-2]



Conclusions



WHAT IS NOT WORKING



1. DEATH

The Public `get the “scary” messages, need more 
messages that relate to humans and everyday life.



2. CONVOLUTED TARGETS

Tortuous language that makes it impossible for 
mortals to understand a target.“My goal is to be 20 pounds below what my weight was in 2006 by 2020.  Another goal is to be 6 pounds below what my weight was in 1990 by 2012,even though today I’m 35 pounds over.”HUH?



3. BAD REFERENCE POINTS

Targets framed in absolute terms instead of per capita 
ensure that we always look like chumps.

“Canada needs to cut its emissions to only 450mt”“Today China produces 3,700mt/year and India over 1,000mt.”



4. LACK OF A MENTAL MODEL

3. Majority of Canadians do not understand the 
primary cause of global warming

• “Chemicals that go into the atmosphere affect the 
ozone and ultimately affect the climate causing the 
ice caps to start melting.” – Vancouver woman

• “The ozone is making a layer that’s not letting the 
real natural air and rain come through. It’s making 
sort of like a barrier.” – Calgary woman

• “Heavy consumerism and packaging. And fumes 
coming out of the producing machines, whatever 
they may be.” – Toronto woman



….LACK OF A MENTAL MODEL

• “The depleted ozone layer. The sun no longer 
bounces off the atmosphere as it used to. Now there 
are some direct holes, particularly in Australia, where 
the sun beams down direct… – Calgary man

• “The sky is blocked, we can’t breathe, everything we 
send up into the atmosphere...” – Montreal man

• “I drew the sun and icebergs melting and the ozone, 
the acid rain… the emissions, toxins...” – Toronto 
man



Without 
prompting –
65 percent of 

Canadians 
cannot name 
the cause of 

global warming

Cause of Global Warming – Unaided
2008

Nearly 90% of women 55+ 
(mostly voters) cannot correctly 

name the main cause of
global warming from 
multiple choice list.



• “Revenue neutral?  How could it be?  I 
commute in from Langley!” – Vancouver man

The use of the term “revenue neutral” to describe 
carbon taxes that are “revenue neutral” for the 
government – when the public care about revenue 
neutral for themselves.

5. WRONG PERSPECTIVE



• “With the 40 cent increase in gas prices 
recently, it’s completely idiotic to think that 
2.3 cents makes a difference in behavior!” –
Vancouver man

8. Mixed messages about the mechanism for how 
carbon taxes are supposed to help the environment, 
especially in BC with the $100 carbon tax rebate.

6. MIXED MESSAGES



7. NATURE AS VICTIM/LIABILITY –
INSTEAD OF PRIZE/ASSET

• Many view environmental issues as another depressing 
problem or liability in their life, instead of an asset that 
makes their lives better.   

• All about avoiding sacrifice, not hair shirts



Is the message that cutting back on 
fossil fuels is making a sacrifice?  



Or is it about the need to avoid the 
sacrifice of things we love?



The following photos represent aspects of Canada's Boreal region. Please rate each image.

8. NATURE AS ABOUT ROCKS, WATER, 
SNOW;  NOT PRODUCTIVITY

Disengaged Engaged ♥



Without help, the public
imagined the Boreal as a “barren northern 
region” (default brand = great for mining)

“Not many animals because it’s too cold.”It’s fairly inaccessible.  No people.“It’s not really all that attractive since there are less and less trees.”“Black flies, gravel roads, rocks, snow and no jobs.”“Open spaces, solitude.”



Lakes are not just an inanimate view

Not As Inanimate Object
• Basins, corridors
• Management areas
• Vast empty space too big to 

damage / manage
• A view that can be cleaned 

up or treated
• Water as a commodity that 

can be bought, sold, 
transferred

• Harder to respect a thing 
with same emotion as life

Frame as Living System
• Ours, part of our psyche, 

our identity, part of us
• Productive ecosystem that 

serves as a source of food, 
life, renewal, relaxation, 
connector, prosperity, well-
being, sustains us

• Home to animals & us
• Triggers respect
• Unique heritage
• Vulnerable to irreversible 

damage
• Will renew itself if allowed.

Focus on “healing” or “health” to frame as living.



For some, nature is a vast alien space 
too big to manage, overwhelming and 

scary, or at worst,
distant and irrelevant.



9. INACCESSIBLE LANGUAGE
Eight in ten do NOT understand the term 

“biodiversity”
ALSO: “Sustainability” “Kyoto”



…But two in three get “ecosystem”
From what you know, what does the term “ecosystem” mean? [UNAIDED]

UNAIDED ANSWER %
Inter-relationship between living things / Nature 13
Interdependence of living things and nature 12
Balance of nature 10
Plants, animals and nature 10
Environment 7
Cycle of Life 7
Life on earth 3
Self-contained natural system 3
Ecology 2
Food chain 1
SUBTOTAL ACCEPTABLE 68
Other (incorrect) 9
DK/NA 22



Main reason for not doing 
more…. “SELF" "OTHERS"

Lack of government leadership 1 2
Need to know more about solutions 2 3
Unable to solve problems alone 3 5
Poorly designed cities & workplaces 4 8
Poorly designed products 5 10
Costs too much 6 6
Lack of incentives 7 4
Lack of business leadership 8 9
Lack of time 9 7

Not concerned/interested 10 1

Ranking of barriers by Canadians…

10. “CHUMP FACTOR”



Focus  Group Transcript September 16, 2008(September Focus Group)
Male A: So like, what kinda species are 
supposedly most at risk here?

Male B:  I think it’s the ones at the top of 
the food chain – they always die off first.  

Male C:  Yeah, look at what’s happening to 
polar bears, tigers and whales.  Look at the 
dinosaurs.

Male A:  But I thought humans are at the 
top of the food chain?

Male D:  (leans back)  Uh-oh…

11. HUMANS IN THE PICTURE



Humans?



1. Estate tax Death Tax
2. Tax cuts Tax Relief
3. Over-fishing Mismanagement
4. War on Iraq War on Terror
5. Alternative Energy Energy Security 
6. Additives Flavors
7. Climate Change Global Warming

Frame = a “moral tale” with a forgone conclusion
We assimilate information by fitting it into the framework of a story 
we already understand – “oh yeah, that one”

12. FRAMING

Lakeoff, Luntz, LBales, Gillam, Cialdini



E.g. carbon pricing as…

1. FAIR: Pollute less, pay less with emphasis on 
carbon footprint of business & industry

2. EFFECTIVE: Hard caps, price pain, and 
revenue recycling must be visible.

3. NOT A TAX:  Consider communications testing 
various alternative frames /rationales:  

• “polluter pay” “dumping fee” “user fee”
• “climate superfund surcharge”



Familiarity With Tax Shift Concept…

Some people are saying that Canada should follow the lead of European 
countries that have CUT income taxes and INCREASED taxes on pollution. 

In these countries, people and companies that pollute MORE, pay MORE tax.

Those who pollute LESS, pay LESS tax. 

Have you heard of this approach before?

%

Yes 60

No 37

[VOL.] Possibly 1

[VOL.] Unsure/DK/NA 1



Support for Tax Shift Concept

This approach of CUTTING income taxes and INCREASING taxes on 
pollution is called a TAX SHIFT.  

Given what you've heard so far, does a tax shift generally sound like a 
GOOD idea, or a BAD idea?

%

A good idea 66

A bad idea 19

[VOL. Neutral] 4

[VOL.] Don't know enough to say 8

[VOL. DK/NA] 2



Talk more about fact-finding

Talk more about problem-solving

Talk more about target-setting

Talk more about fund-raising

Talk more about decision-making

Talk more about rule-making

“Stakeholders”, “consultation” and “process” are insider 
terminology that makes the public sleepy.

13. TALKING PROCESS, NOT OUTCOMES



14. NOT TELLING A FULL STORY...

Emotional Benefits 

Threats 

Solutions A brand valued by many 
is threatened by the 
actions of a powerful 
few.  The obstacles are 
many... But solutions are 
at hand. 



EXPLORE 3 QUESTIONS15. FORGETTING TO OFFER HOPE



Enjoyment of home.



WHY ARE WE NOT THERE?

1. Public get the threat message, but are stuck on explanations 
and solutions; concern morphing into generalized anxiety 
about the environmental issues

2. Lack of knowledge means no basis to judge whether 
government and industry are acting meaningfully on GW

3. Most are stuck pondering on personal action, lifestyle, 
voluntary activities like recycling

4. The “ASK” too often focuses on  “sacrifice” & “doom” as 
opposed to opportunities side of the equation: destroys hope.

5. Human character frame leads to increases cynicism –and leads 
to bunker down mentality (save self)



McAllister Opinion Research is an accredited member of ESOMAR, the international association for public 
opinion research professionals, and abides by the ICC/ESOMAR International code of Marketing 

and Social Research Practice.

McAllister Opinion Research

#904-938 Howe Street

Vancouver, BC

Angus McAllister, President, 604 601 2111 angus@mcallister-research.com

Nicola Gentles, Research Manager, 604.633.4981, nicola@mcallister-research.com

Contact Information

www.mcallister-research.com


